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Note on increased activity of the GardD Siochana in Border 

areas and in reJated activity elsewhere 

1. Toe increased resources that are being made available in the Border 

areas may be described under two heads -

A. Increased man-hours and support facilities (mainly cars) in 

the local Divisional and District organisation. 

B. Task Force units. 

A 1ncreases in loca~ effective strenath 

2. Those increases are provided i~ part Lhrougn the allocation of 

i~creased overtime and in part through the assignment of additional 

rnenber~ to Lhe relevant local Divisions (an arrangement which, in turn, 

has to be b~lanced by increased overtime in the other areas from which 

the members are withd:a~n). The allocation of cars to Border-related 

duty i~ being doubiec. 

3. The increased Galda &ctivity, which includes vehicle check-points as 

well as general patrolling and associated work, is in the main equally 

directed at (and, it is hoped, equally effe~live against) paramilitary 

~ro.:p. on bo:.h side£ though !;ome 0: Lhe Gard& ~C"tl vity (c.::;pec:i"ll
J
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JT~for; :itj(lr. -9~tJ.c::ing) 10 lkely to be l"ainly :eJcvant to PIRA/lt'L.Z, <ir . . 



Bomp (maln)y cert~in [oat patrolc in Dome towns) is likely to be mainly 

relevant to the UVF. The Garda Siochana are conscious of the fact 

that, apart from the more "direct" dangers, extremists on either side 

may set out to act in ouch a way as to provoke extremists on the other 

side or to engage in outrages for which they know the public would be 

disposed to blame extremists on the other side. 

4. There is also increased Garda activity of a related kind in certain 

"non-Border" areas. This mainly falls under two heads, viz. 

(a) vehicle check-points and 

(b) increased work by way of information-gathering. 

There is bn increased financial allocation for this particular 

additional work (as well as for the work referred to earlier). 

B Task Force Units 

5. woat is proposed under this heading is an arrangement of the same kind 

anc ~ith the same level of resources as obtained a few years ago. 

That arrangement is described in the following paragraphs. 

E. In the present context, the terrr "Task Force" is meant to apply to a 

group of memoers of th E Garda Siochana of various ranks whose permanent 

"base" is Dublin. From that Task Force, "units" of (usually) 15, 

headed by an Inspector, may be detached and assigned as required for 

s. ecial (usually "mobile") dutie c ir, Cl:1:' part of the State. vlhere 

th~re is a continuing need in a particular area, the particular unit iE 

tt>pluced h~ ' another ral:ler tr.an being letained for an extendec period 



• 

in the same area. ].. Task Force Unit might, if circuJOctancec so 

indicDted, sub-divide so as to provide a -half-strength- service 

round-the-clock in a particular area. 

3 

7. ]..s regards Border duties, the extent to which TasK Force Units were 

assigned depended very much on the situation -on the ground- at any 

particular time; but it was never the practice to have several Units 

deployed simultaneously for extended periods. On the other hand, 

additional units were assigned to the Border to cope with unusual 

short-term needs. The same approach will be adopted now. 

8. ]..ddi~ional recruitment to and training for members of the Task Force 

are at present proceeding ana ~ill have been completed shortly but if 

in toe meantime a need were to arise already-trained personnel could be 

re-deployed immediately. 

9. The Garda Siochana are satisfied, having carried out a full revie~, 

that the use of Task Force Units in the way and to the extent now 

envisaged is a cost-effective way of making the kind of contribution 

that they will be able to make but, beyond that point, in present 

Clrcu~stances at al. events, they have concluded that the otner 

arrant:cJT1ents they havE' r.laoe - those refe;re5 to in paragraphs 2 to 4 -

represent the best use of resou:ces . 

Temporary nature of arrangements 

lOo The arrangements described above arc very costly and it is strongly 

hoped tnat circuGstances ~il~ permit their being scaled-down in the 
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not-too-distant future. On the other hand, it is recognised that 

there will be a period of high risk not only just before but for some 

time after the signature of any Agreement that may emerge. 

Confidential i ty 

11. From the point of view of the authorities here, there are serious 

problems in any great emphasis on the commitment of increased resources 

to Border areas. It is recognised, however, that some references to 

it need to be made from the British side and, despite the Garda view 

that the importance of Task Force Units has in the past been given a 

disproportiona~e emphasIs, it is also recognised that a suitable 

reference to then is important in the presentation of the position to 

the Unionist sector. 

12. Accordingly, no objection would be raised from our side if it were said 

that -

h. The Irish Government clearly recognise that an Agreement 

designed t e achieve progress towards peace and stability 

could provoke reaction fro~ extremist~ on both sides and 

hav~ assured [the British sIde ] tha~ importan~ increases in 

Garda resources, both in terms of manpower and transport, 

havE already been provided in Border Divisions. 

B. In addition to the increases in the local st!en~th of th ~ 

Border Divisions, special arrangements have been made fo! 

the deployment of 7asl Force Units to be available to d~al 
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with particular outrages or threats or ot}lcr special 

problems. 

C. More frequent meetings are now ta~ing place between 

officers of the RUC and of the Garda Siochana at various 

levels with a view t G maximising co-operation in the common 

fight against terrorism and, 1n particular, in the common 

determination to defeat any attempt, from whatever source, 

to disrupt the effective working of the Agreement. 
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